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Beheading as a Signature Method of
Jihadist Terrorism from Syria to France
Mahmut Cengiz*
Abstract
Jihadist terrorists have diversified their tactics and now use beheadings as their signature method of attack. Under the influence
of jihadist ideology, other jihadist groups and lone actors in different regions have mimicked ISIS tactics and been involved in beheadings across a broader geographical territory ranging from the
Philippines, Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Somalia to Syria and France.
Their aim is to attract attention, gain recognition, intimidate people in their territories, and spread fear and panic.
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La decapitación como método característico del
terrorismo yihadista desde Siria a Francia
Resumen
Los terroristas yihadistas han diversificado sus tácticas y ahora
usan decapitaciones como su método de ataque característico. Bajo
la influencia de la ideología yihadista, otros grupos yihadistas y actores solitarios en diferentes regiones han imitado las tácticas de
ISIS y han estado involucrados en decapitaciones en un territorio
geográfico más amplio que va desde Filipinas, Afganistán, Nigeria
y Somalia hasta Siria y Francia. Su objetivo es llamar la atención,
ganar reconocimiento, intimidar a las personas en sus territorios y
sembrar el miedo y el pánico.
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斩首作为圣战分子恐怖主义的标志性方法：从叙
利亚到法国
摘要
圣战恐怖分子已对战术进行多样化，如今将斩首作为其标志
性攻击方法。在圣战意识形态影响下，其他圣战集团和不同
地区的孤狼行动者对伊斯兰国（ISIS）战术加以模仿，并在
更大地理范围内实行斩首，包括菲律宾、阿富汗、尼日利
亚、索马里、叙利亚和法国。他们的目标是吸引注意、获得
认可、恐吓其领域内的人民、并散播恐慌。
关键词：恐怖主义，斩首，圣战

W

ith the recent beheadings in the Western world, jihadist terrorism has
received greater attention because homegrown extremists inspired
by jihadist ideology have used beheading as a terrorist tactic in two
attacks in France. Jihadist terrorism has been not only the most dominant type
of terrorism but also the deadliest, with thousands of victims across the globe.
Jihadist terrorists have diversified their tactics and now use beheadings as their
signature method of attack. Under the influence of jihadist ideology, other jihadist
groups and lone actors in different regions have mimicked ISIS tactics and been
involved in beheadings across a broader geographical territory ranging from the
Philippines, Afghanistan, Nigeria, and Somalia to Syria and France. Their aim is
to attract attention, gain recognition, intimidate people in their territories, and
spread fear and panic.
The world reels with horror as Salafi-jihadist1 terrorist groups behead2 one
person after another, inflicting unrelenting carnage on their perceived enemies.
Salafi-jihadist terrorist groups are relentless in the use of their signature tactic.
As recently as October 2020, lone actor attacks targeted French civilians, beheading two individuals in two separate attacks. Each year, terrorism databases have
recorded thousands of violent incidents perpetrated with tactics that range from
shootings, kidnappings, and ambushes to bombings, hostage-taking, and beheadings. Salafi-jihadist terrorist groups have been the leaders in the beheadings category. These groups use twisted interpretations of Islamic practices to justify the
beheading of both their “enemies” and random individuals. Western leaders continue to debate whether Islam, as a religion, approves of violent acts and beheadings against the Western world. These debates, however, divert attention from the
origins of beheading as a means of avenging long-held grievances. This article,
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utilizing quantitative data,3 clarifies the historical use of beheadings by terrorist
groups and attempts to explain how beheadings have become the attack strategy of
choice among jihadist terrorist organizations and homegrown extremists who act
as individuals inspired by a jihadist ideology in the Western world.

Signature Methods

S

ymbolism is one of the features of terrorism. The targets that terrorists
choose are intended to symbolize the righteousness of their violent acts and
the evil nature of the groups with which they are at war. To terrorists, the use
of symbolism is a way to rationalize and justify their violent actions.4 The need
for symbolism also influences terrorist groups’ selection of a method for carrying
out their violent acts. The methods selected reflect the peculiarities of each terrorist group’s political environment—often to the extent that those methods become
synonymous with the terrorist group itself. These engrained methods become the
signatures of distinct terrorist movements. For example, Italy’s Red Brigade and
the Irish Republican Army used kneecapping, a technique that involves shooting
a victim in the back of the knee joint. Other signature methods, such as kidnappings, are associated with Abu Sayyaf. In contrast, hijackings are associated with
the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, and suicide bombings are associated with Iraqi insurgents and Tamil Tigers.5 For Salafi jihadist groups, the signature method has been beheadings.

Jihadist Groups

D

avid Rapoport classified the historical development of terrorist organizations as occurring in four waves based on their ideologies. His classification specified the duration of these waves and, according to him, each
wave lasted around 40 years. The fourth period is religious terrorism in which the
world saw attacks by right-wing extremist groups exploiting Christianity in the
Western world in the 1980s6 and a sarin nerve-agent attack by a religious cult in
the 1990s in Japan.7 The dominant group in the fourth wave, however, is terrorist
groups exploiting Islam.
Mujahedeen fighters, whom the Western world referred to as “religious
warriors” when the group fought against the Soviet Union during the Soviet-Afghan War, also were part of the fourth wave. When the Soviets withdrew their
soldiers from Afghanistan in 1989, the Western world turned a blind eye to the
mujahedeen fighters who shortly afterward traveled to other regions.8 They sought
out jihadist regions where the Muslim population was being oppressed, specifically Bosnia and Kosovo. The formation of al Qaeda and its attacks in the 1990s
once again brought attention to jihadist groups. The Western world, however, did
not take serious precautions against these groups until the September 11, 2001
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attacks.9 The United States subsequently changed its counterterrorism strategies,
and criminal justice policies10 were replaced with a military strategy in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Countries in the Western world have successfully protected themselves after the 9/11 attacks, but they have failed to predict the unintended consequences
of the U.S. invasion of Iraq. After overthrowing the regime of Saddam Hussein,
the discriminatory policies11 of Iranian-backed Shia governments pushed Sunni
tribes into the hands of Salafi-jihadist groups. Huge masses joined al Qaeda in Iraq
(AQI), a group founded and led by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi.12 No one had predicted
that AQI would evolve into the wealthy and powerful terrorist organization known
as ISIS, nor that it would control a swath of vast territory in Iraq and Syria.13
The Arab Spring in the early 2010s was successful in ousting long-serving
authoritarian leaders, but left security gaps that Salafi-jihadist groups were quick
to fill.14 These groups competed to declare loyalty to either ISIS or al Qaeda in 2014
and 2015, at a time when ISIS was the most popular terrorist group.15 The appeal of
ISIS lay with the large amount of territory the group controlled and the financial
resources the organization was able to generate. According to the 2018 Annex of
Statistical Information Report, ISIS had affiliated groups in 26 countries, while
al Qaeda had such groups in 15 countries.16 The jihadist groups’ failures against
well-developed and well-equipped Western military forces pushed the jihadist
groups to develop a new type of terrorism. Inspired by either ISIS or al Qaeda ideology, homegrown extremists have begun to threaten the security of their home
countries in the Western world.17
Recent trends demonstrate that jihadist groups have found favorable ground
in many regions of the world. Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, Somalia, and Yemen were
the countries with the most terrorist incidents in 2019, recording 52 percent of all
terrorist incidents.18 Jihadist groups are the deadliest and most influential terrorist
groups when compared with other types of terrorist organizations. The fatality rate
is higher for jihadist groups than it is for other kinds of terrorist organizations.19
In 2019, seven of the ten terrorist groups with the most incidents were jihadist
groups, and the Taliban, ISIS, al Shabaab, and Boko Haram were the perpetrators
of 35 percent of all terrorist incidents.20 The top 10 terrorist organizations responsible for the most casualties included nine jihadist groups, which, collectively, were
responsible for killing or wounding more than 25,000 people in 2019.21 The victims
of these groups in 2019 were civilians and government and military personnel,22
and a vast majority of the victims were Muslims. The Taliban, ISIS, and al Shabaab
were the top three organizations to use tactics that included suicide bombings,
assassinations, and improvised explosive devices (IEDs).23
The tactics and targets of jihadist terrorist groups have evolved since the
1980s to the point where they have used a variety of tactics in their home countries and in the Western world. Typically, jihadist terrorist groups have used IEDs,
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vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs), and suicide bombings to
target local governments or Western military forces in their home countries.24
However, homegrown extremists were more likely to use car-ramming and stabbings as their preferred modes of attack.25 Beheadings as a mode of the attack had
primarily been contained to conflict zones. Jihadist lone actors in Western countries, however, have begun to adopt beheadings as their preferred mode of tactic.

How Do Jihadist Groups Justify Beheading?

T

he ideological foundations of beheadings are grounded on the Salafi jihadist
interpretation of the Qur’an. A twisted version of Salafism has expanded in
the world, using a literal translation of the Qur’an and Hadiths. This version
bases the government on a Salafi interpretation of Islamic law. It identifies Muslims as heretics who disagree with jihadi Salafi ideology and approves the killing
of Shi’ites because they are apostates and wage offensive jihad against idolatry.26
The teachings of several well-known scholars have inspired today’s jihadist groups.
For example, Ibn Taymiyya introduced new ideas about purity and militancy and
called for the destruction of heretics and invaders, making jihad the sixth pillar of
Islam.27 He emphasized the Tawhid and attacked religious practices not endorsed
by Prophet Mohammad and the first four caliphs. He also expanded the meaning
of jihad by advocating attacks on nonbelievers.28 Ibn Abdul Wahhab, affected by
Ibn Taymiyya’s teachings, started a purification movement that took root in the
Arabian Peninsula. His followers have forced their puritanical views on those who
disagree with them.29

The most recent Salafi scholars have inspired jihadist groups to rule by terror and operate alone in the Western world. For example, Abu Bakr Naji inspired
the idea of ruling by terror and believed that ruthlessness is necessary to create
the caliphate.30 Naji called for relentless war against all internal and external enemies and argued that jihadist groups must brutally conduct savage public torture
and butchery against all who resist.31 In his study titled “A Call to Global Islamic
Resistance,” Abu Musab al Suri popularized leaderless resistance in jihadi Salafist
circles.32 Al Suri called for jihad on the individual level and urged urban terrorism
and covert solo attacks by wholly separate cells because he believed that Al Qaeda
would not succeed against well-developed Western military forces and intelligence
agencies. Al Qaeda’s leader described Suri’s teachings as a “rich river” for holy
warriors.33
Salafi jihadist groups have strictly interpreted verses of the Qur’an, and they
base their use of beheadings on Sura 47:4 in the Qur’an. There are various translations34 of this verse. Here is one example used by Sufi35 Muslims:
“Therefore, when ye meet the Unbelievers in battle, smite at their
necks; At length, when ye have thoroughly subdued them, bind a
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bond firmly (on them): thereafter (is the time for) either generosity
or ransom: Until the war lays down its burdens. Thus (are ye commanded): but if it had been God’s Will, He could certainly have
exacted retribution from them (Himself); but (He lets you fight) in
order to test you, some with others. But those who are slain in the
Way of God, - He will never let their deeds be lost.”36
Salafi jihadists, however, translate and interpret Quranic verses literally.
Here is one example, also from Qur’an 47:4:
So, when you clash with the unbelieving Infidels in battle, smite
their necks until you overpower them, killing and wounding many
of them. At length, when you have thoroughly subdued them, bind
them firmly, making (them) captives. Thereafter either generosity
or ransom until the war lays down its burdens. Thus are you commanded by God to continue carrying out jihad against the unbelieving infidels until they submit to Islam.37
Jihadist terrorist groups selectively use the first sentence and ignore its context. “Smite their neck” actually refers to being in a war and is limited to killing
only those who have not surrendered.38 When the war is over, the verse says that
one can either release captives or demand ransom for them, but the verse does not
approve of killing those captives. The second misinterpretation is related to the
identification of nonbelievers. Today’s Salafi jihadist groups categorize all Westerners as nonbelievers and Muslims who do not endorse their ideology as heretics
or apostates.39

Perpetrators of Beheadings

H

umans have used beheadings in the name of capital punishments for millennia. Some cultures viewed beheadings as the proper form of death.
During the period of the French Revolution known as the Reign of Terror, the guillotine was used for beheadings and became the only legal method for
punishing rebels and criminals.40 During other periods in history, beheading was
regarded as a contemptuous practice.41 Recently, beheadings had become associated with drug cartels and terrorism. Drug cartels, for example, have aimed to
force the population in their territories to cower in fear and never challenge the
cartels’ power.42 In the terrorism realm, Salafi jihadist terrorist groups have practiced beheadings in the name of Islam. The practice has been traced to the war in
Chechnya from August 1999 to April 2009, where Chechen fighters captured and
decapitated Russian soldiers in Eastern Europe.43 In the Middle East, meanwhile,
terrorists targeted Westerners for beheading.44
After the toppling of the Saddam Hussein regime in 2003, jihadists in Iraq
used beheadings to force countries that had deployed troops to Iraq to withdraw
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them, prevent private companies from making investments in Iraq, and intimidate
Iraqis not to join the Iraqi armed forces. It should be noted that ISIS’s televised
beheadings were intended to attract the support of European Muslims. A survey
of 3,300 adults in the United States showed that about 25 percent of the respondents watched at least part of ISIS’s beheading video.45 Two common reasons the
respondents gave for why they watched the video were to gain information or to
verify the authenticity of the beheadings because they were interested or curious.46
The systematic routinized campaign of beheadings of Muslims and nonMuslims peaked when ISIS invaded a vast territory in Iraq and Syria in 2014. According to the database used for this study, jihadist groups beheaded 1,251 victims
between 2014 and 2020. The number of beheading victims was the highest in 2015
and decreased steadily thereafter (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Number of beheaded victims between 2014 and 2020

Figure 2 shows the countries where victims were beheaded. Syria recorded
the largest number of beheading cases because ISIS was acting like a de facto state
in that country where it ruled more than 6 million people from 2014 through 2015.
Mozambique had the second largest number of beheading cases, most of which
were perpetrated by the Mozambique franchise of ISIS. Nigeria had the third largest number of beheading cases, all of which were perpetrated by Boko Haram and
ISIS-West Africa Province (ISWAP). The remaining countries (in decreasing order of cases) were Afghanistan, where another ISIS franchise, the ISIS-Khorasan,47
beheaded most of the victims; Libya and Egypt, where ISIS branches in those
countries were the responsible parties; Iraq; the Philippines, where Abu Sayyaf
was responsible for most of the beheadings; Somalia and Kenya, where al Shabaab
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was the main perpetrator; and France, where two lone jihadist actors were the
perpetrators.

Figure 2: Number of beheading victims between 2014 and 2020,
by country

Figure 3 shows the perpetrators of beheadings. More than 60 percent of the
beheadings that took place in 2014 and 2015 were perpetrated by ISIS. The peak
year was 2015, when the organization controlled its most enormous amount of
territory. The group targeted not only Western journalists and aid workers in Iraq
and Syria but also its militants who attempted to leave the organization in 2014
and 2015. One hundred of these militants were beheaded in 2014; two years later,
20 more were beheaded. ISIS remained the top perpetrator in 2016 and 2017, with
111 beheadings and 99 beheadings, respectively. When ISIS fell from power in
2018, the number of beheadings for which the group was responsible dropped in
2019 and 2020.
The ISIS franchise in Mozambique beheaded the second largest number of
victims. The group beheaded seven victims in 2017 and 116 in 2018. Boko Haram
beheaded the third largest number of victims. The group began the practice of
beheading when it pledged allegiance to ISIS in 2015. Boko Haram and ISWAP48
beheaded 128 victims in total. Most of Boko Haram's beheading victims were villagers. ISWAP was one of the deadliest terrorist groups in 2019, and the group
targeted Christian civilians in West Africa and logged the group’s largest number
of beheadings that year.49 ISIS-Khorasan beheaded police officers, hostages, Taliban members, and its own members if they engaged in organizational infighting.
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ISIS-Khorasan is an example of how jihadist groups punished their members with
beheadings.

Figure 3: Number of beheaded victims, by perpetrator

ISIS-Libya was responsible for the beheading of 51 Christians. Al Shabaab,
active in Somalia and Kenya,50 targeted and beheaded Muslim and Christian civilians, Somalian soldiers, and alleged Somalian spies. Al Shabaab is another example of how terrorist groups have used beheadings as punishment and intimidation
tactics. ISIS-Sinai also targeted civilians, soldiers, and alleged spies, but broadened
its scope in 2016 when it beheaded a Sufi cleric. Abu Sayyaf differs from other
groups in that it beheaded its victims when the ransom sought to spare the person’s life was not paid on time. The Taliban is the second group in Afghanistan,
along with ISIS-K, that targeted law enforcement personnel, military personnel,
civilians, and alleged informants. Lone actors were responsible for two beheadings, both of which occurred in France.
Figure 4 shows beheading victims by religion. Salafi jihadist organizations
threaten the Western world and aim to attack Western targets. These groups, however, have not spared their fellow Muslims in Muslim countries. According to terrorism databases, jihadist groups have killed thousands of people in their own
countries of origin. For example, 72 percent of casualties in 2019 were recorded
in Muslim countries.51 The number of Muslim casualties in other countries also
was significantly high that year. Jihadist groups also have not shied away from
targeting Muslims for beheading. For the period covered by the current study, 92
percent of beheading victims were Muslims.
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Figure 4: Number of beheaded victims, by religion

Jihadist groups have beheaded more non-military individuals than military
individuals (see Figure 5). In their early years of existence, terrorist groups target
military or law enforcement personnel and abstain from killing civilians because
they know that sparing civilians will lead to public support for their cause and
enhance their ability to recruit militants to join the group. When terrorist groups
lose power, however, they change course and begin to target civilians. ISIS and its
franchises have targeted civilians more than other terrorist groups sampled for the
current study.

Figure 5: Number of beheading victims, by military or non-military
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Conclusion

S

alafi-jihadist terrorist groups have expanded their scope and are capable of
executing attacks in many regions of the world. They are the deadliest terrorist groups with a record of inflicting the most casualties on civilian and
non-civilian populations. These terrorist groups have used a variety of tactics to
kill their victims, including IEDs, VBIEDs, mines, ambushes, beheadings, and
suicide bombings. One of the most common tactics among Salafi-jihadist terrorist groups since 2014 has been beheadings. The beheadings continue because the
terrorists know that each incident brings with it another chance for worldwide
attention to their cause.
The theory and ideology behind terrorists’ use of beheadings are based on
a strict interpretation of the Qur’an. Jihadist groups believe that they are at war
against the Western world and justify the beheadings of Westerners because, as
they see it, Westerners are nonbelievers and deserve to be beheaded. The terrorists’
extreme interpretations, unfortunately, are readily accepted by their brainwashed
militant followers who have obediently beheaded hundreds of victims over the last
decade. The various jihadist groups operating in the Middle East and elsewhere,
however, differ in their reasons for using beheadings to advance their cause. In
addition to gaining attention and intimidating others, they may aim to punish
their militants for disloyalty and spread fear and panic among people who live in
the territories the terrorist groups control. In contrast to common belief, jihadist
groups have beheaded more Muslims than non-Muslims.
It is not surprising that ISIS is the leading organization in terms of having
committed the most beheadings. The number of people that ISIS beheaded peaked
between 2014 and 2016 but decreased significantly in Syria and Iraq after losing
power in those countries. The legacy of ISIS, however, has been mimicked by its
franchises in other countries. ISIS-Khorasan, ISIS-Sinai, ISWAP, ISIS-Libya, and
ISIS-Mozambique all have been involved in beheading cases. The heinous beheading of two individuals in France in October 2020 shows that homegrown extremists and lone actors have begun to use beheadings as a tactic to draw attention to
their cause.
Policy models that address the root causes and ideological foundations of
beheadings would be more effective in terms of stemming the tide of beheadings
worldwide. Beheadings appear to have direct relations with the violent ideology of Salafism. Wherever violent Salafist ideology has spread, beheadings have
occurred. It would be one of the most significant policy mistakes to debate beheadings in the context of Islam. A prime example is the October 2020 attacks in
France. A considerable number of Muslim communities around the world do not
approve of al Qaeda’s or ISIS’s interpretation of the Qur’an. Generalizing terrorism
in the assumption of Islam’s approval to violence would place death instruments
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into the hands of jihadist militants. For example, ISIS used its social media accounts and telegrams after the attacks in France to highlight the Western world’s
political rhetoric against Islam in an attempt to rally generalized Muslim support
for the jihadist militants’ twisted ideology. It should be noted that corrupt political
Islamist governments in the Muslim world have exploited these generalizations
and reacted with ire to the Western world’s response, although these governments
have known well that the jihadist terrorism ideology is based on the twisted version of the Qur’an. These debates will only worsen the situation, and it would not
be wrong to say that the world will see an increasing number of violent attacks and
beheadings by jihadist terrorist groups.
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